Introducing the Official Publication of Record and Legacy
Battle’s Over: A Nation’s Tribute - 11th November 2018, is the official Battle’s Over commemorative
publication of record and legacy marking the 100 th Anniversary of the Armistice which ended the
First World War– and the conclusion of the last four years of official Centenary Remembrance and
Commemoration.
Chronicling unprecedented human carnage on the battle fields of Europe and beyond, the
publication will also focus on the home front, where, amidst tragic loss and suffering, communities
united with industry – from munitions to agriculture – to achieve victory and preserve the nation’s
freedom.
The editor is Alan Spence, military specialist and publisher who served for eight years as a director of
the Atlantic Council in Washington DC and is a Trustee of the Royal Air Force Museum and Director
Emeritus of the Royal Air Force Museum American Foundation.
In addition to featuring official messages of gratitude and homage from government, civic and
military leaders, the publication is also inviting tributes from industry, finance, commerce, media and
sport, as well as civil society, faith and community leaders – in essence giving voice to the nation at
large to express messages of commemoration and gratitude in this unique source of reference and
remembrance for future generations.
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EDITORIAL
The editorial will comprise a series of in-depth features produced by
expert writers on all aspects of the First World War. These will
include official military historians, leading academics, specialist
authors and journalists.
SECTION ONE
THE BATTLE FRONT
The long road to Compiegne






Battle’s Over: A Nation’s Tribute acts of remembrance and
commemoration within the detailed context of the events of
the same day one hundred years ago –the signing of the
Armistice at Compiegne in northern France.
A four-year timeline of the major military events of the First
World War on land, at sea and in the air - from the initial
cavalry skirmishes resembling warfare a century before to new
technological breakthroughs.
What life was like during the First World War for soldiers,
sailors and airmen in battle and, merchant seamen running the
German U boat blockade.













Less well-known events, such as the use of British and German
miners to tunnel beneath each other’s front lines.
The human cost of four years of war to all the combatant
nations.
What the First World War changed militarily, the birth of
airpower – indeed the Royal Air Force itself in April 1918 - and
much more.
The vital role played by merchant seamen in averting
starvation in Britain.
The vital role of Commonwealth troops– where they came
from and how long it took for their sacrifice to be officially
recognised.
The unknown story of the many thousands of Chinese workers
who laboured on behalf of Britain, France, the United States
and Russia, digging trenches, cleaning equipment, loading
ships….and the injustices they and their country faced.
SECTION TWO: Part One
THE HOME FRONT
Community resolve and resilience









How Britain mobilised on the home front to support the entire
war effort as the First World War became “Everyone’s War”.
How a foreign battle front came to the home front for the first
time in Britain’s history.
The many changes in everyday life as communities coped with
pain and loss and cared for the wounded, amidst increasing
food shortages and rationing.
The social changes which the First World War engendered,
particularly the mobilisation of women on the home front in



industry and transport and how this helped accelerate
women’s suffrage.
How despite all, people played sport and sang on the home
front and the battle front, musicians still composed, authors
and poets wrote.
SECTION TWO: Part Two
THE HOME FRONT
Community and industry unite











A deep insight in to how communities throughout the country
united with all types of industry from munitions to food,
transport to textiles, mines and power stations to generate the
economic power to help drive the armed forces to victory.
A detailed picture of life in the fields, the factories, the ports…
schools, hospitals.
In greater detail the risks in the munitions factories, the tragic
accidents, the conditions of work.
In depth look at how the country’s railway networks and ports
were placed and maintained on a strict war footing.
How government, industry and trades unions united together
to maximise the availability and efficiency of labour.

SECTION THREE:
Community Remembrance and Commemoration


The birth of a new age of national and community
remembrance in scope, size and architectural iconography
unlike anything which had gone before.



How remembrance and commemoration further changed over
the following decades, becoming more inclusive of all groups
by age, gender, ethnicity and origin.

FINAL REFLECTION
Alan Spence +
Editor
Battle’s Over: A Nation’s Tribute
Remembrance and deterrence and their acute relevance to the many
challenges of today’s world 100 years after the Armistice was signed
in Compiegne ending “the war to end all wars”.

+ Alan Spence is military specialist and publisher who served for eight years as a director of the Atlantic Council in
Washington DC and is a Trustee of the Royal Air Force Museum and Director Emeritus of the Royal Air Force Museum
American Foundation.

Specifications
The publication will be A4-size, 220/240pages, full colour, 350gsm
matt laminate; internal pages 130gsm.

